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Self-Adhesive Label Laminates
— Kernow Coatings offers a comprehensive range of self-adhesive digital media for HP Indigo,
laser/toner, thermal transfer, inkjet, litho, flexo, solvent and latex printing.
— We also offer a bespoke coating service, which gives our customers the choice of face films,
adhesives and release liners to suit their unique applications.
— Our face films are available in a range of thicknesses, from clear to opaque, metallics
including silver, gold and copper, pastel and vivid/fluorescent colours, etc.

Kernow Coatings

High Performance Synthetic Labelstock
40 year old British company Kernow Coatings manufactures over 2000 digitally printable robust synthetic
films. In addition to our other four coating lines, we have recently installed a new coating line which has
enabled the company to expand into the labelstock market with an extensive range of high performance
self-adhesive digitally printable films.

— Although we already stock a wide range of range of both acrylic and solvent adhesives, we
can also create bespoke adhesives for your application as well as custom-coloured face films
to any Pantone or RAL number, including black for white toner/inks.
— Kernow toner/laser printed films are fully waterproof, demonstrate the best scuff, solvent
and heat resistance and have been tested and approved by all major OEM’s.
No overlamination required!

Applications include waterproof labels for liquids, jams and pickles, fire extinguishers, fuse
boxes, outdoor signage, chemical drums, burglar alarms (both indoor - and outdoor using our
marine adhesive) through to labelling asset, electronic and mechanical components, for ratings
plates and for cable marking.
Adhesives available include microsphere, marine (‘BS5609’), extra permanent, repositionable
and high performance solvent permanent and removable; stocked release liners include
glassine, 90gsm kraft, 140 gsm kraft and films.
Call us for help and advice on +44(0)1326 373147 or visit our website
https://kernowcoatings.com/

Solvent adhesive coating capability
In addition to a wide range of emulsion acrylic ‘standard’ adhesive products, Kernow Coatings
have the capability of coating permanent and removable solvent adhesives from stock. And
further, bespoke solvent adhesives to fulfil individual performance specifications can be coated
to meet customer’s specific requirements.
Solvent adhesives are recognised as being the best high performance pressure sensitive
adhesive. They have the highest and lowest temperature capability along with excellent
resistance to UV light, moisture, oils and solvents, which is why they are widely used in labels for
the automotive, electronics, aerospace and engineering industries.
Marrying these adhesives with Kernow’s world-leading waterproof, solvent and scuff resistant
coatings results in the ultimate range of toner printable polyester films. And recognising that
matt silver is a popular product in the aforementioned industries, it comes with solvent
permanent adhesive as standard.
In 2019, Kernow commissioned a brand new state of the art coating line

To see what other products are available, please refer to the following product chart.

Standard toner/thermal transfer/screen/litho/flexo and HP Indigo printable labelstock products
Liner

General benefits

Features

Print process

Product code

Solvent adhesive
available?

60 mic/2.4 mil

Solvent
permanent

90gsm kraft

Matt silver finish. Fully waterproof, tear,
scuff, and solvent resistant face film
stays flat. No need to overlaminate!

Tear resistant waterproof polyester film with
solvent/scuff resistant matt silver toner receptive
coating and high performance permanent
solvent adhesive. Ideal for ratings plates,
assett labelling, etc.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HMSXP

Yes as standard

Matt White polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Extra
permanent

90gsm kraft

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Benchmark toner printable matt white polyester
with hi-tack acrylic permanent adhesive + layflat
kraft release. Excellent toner bonding gives scuff
resistant finish. Ideal for sheeting.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HWXP

Yes
(060HWXSP)

Matt White polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Extra
permanent

140gsm
kraft

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Bright matt white face with hi-tack permanent
adhesive. 140gsm heavyweight release gives
good layflat properties and stability for larger
sheet sizes.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HWX14

Yes
(060HWXS14)

Matt White polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Extra
permanent

85 mic PET

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Matt white polyester face with hi-tack
permanent acrylic adhesive. Polyester release
gives dimensional stability and excellent layflat
properties.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HWXF

Yes
(060HWXSF)

Matt White polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Marine

90gsm kraft

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Approved to BS5609 Pt. 2 & 3. Ideal for waterresistant applications such as chemical drum and
container labelling, outdoor signage and labels,
etc. Layflat kraft paper liner ideal for sheeting.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HWMP

No

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Approved to BS5609 Pt. 2 & 3. Ideal for waterresistant applications such as chemical drum and
container labelling, outdoor signage and labels,
etc. Heavyweight liner for long print runs using
low to medium-speed printers.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HWM14

No

Face film

Caliper

Adhesive

Matt Silver polyester

Matt White polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Marine

140gsm
kraft

Matt White polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Ultra
removable

140gsm
kraft

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Low adhesion build + clean removability from
smooth surfaces. Heavy weight stabilised paper
liner, suitable for long print runs and larger sheet
sizes for low to medium-speed printers.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

060HWU14

Yes
(060HWRS14)

Gloss White polyester

53 mic/2.1 mil

Marine

90gsm kraft

Bright white gloss finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and detergent
resistant face film stays flat. No need to
overlaminate!

Approved to BS5609 Pt. 2. Ideal for waterresistant applications such as chemical drum and
container labelling, outdoor signage and labels,
etc. Layflat kraft paper liner ideal for sheeting.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HGMP

No

Gloss White polyester

53 mic/2.1 mil

Extra
permanent

90gsm kraft

Bright white gloss finish. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant face
film stays flat. No need to overlaminate!

Excellent benchmark toner printable gloss white
polyester with hi-tack permanent adhesive +
layflat kraft release. Ideal for sheeting.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HGXP

Yes
(053HGXSP)

Face film

Caliper

Adhesive

Liner

General benefits

Features

Print process

Product code

Solvent adhesive
available?

Gloss White polyester

53 mic/2.1 mil

Extra
permanent

85 mic PET

Bright white gloss finish. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant face
film stays flat. No need to overlaminate!

Gloss white polyester face film with hi-tack
permanent acrylic adhesive. Polyester release
gives dimensional stability and excellent
layflat properties.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HGXF

Yes
(053HGXSF)

Gloss White polyester

53 mic/2.1 mil

Extra
permanent

140gsm
kraft

Bright white gloss finish. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant
face film stays flat.
No need to overlaminate!

Gloss white polyester face film with hi-tack
permanent acrylic adhesive. Heavy weight
stabilised paper liner, suitable for long
print runs and larger sheet sizes for low to
medium-speed printers.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HGX14

Yes
(053HGXS14)

Gloss Clear polyester

53 mic/2.1 mil

Extra
permanent

90gsm kraft

Gloss clear polyester face. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant
face film stays flat.
No need to overlaminate!

Excellent benchmark product with gloss clear
polyester face and hi-tack permanent adhesive.
Layflat kraft liner ideal for sheeting.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HCXP

Yes
(053HCXSP)

53 mic/2.1 mil

Extra
permanent

85 mic PET

Glass clear polyester face. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant
face film stays flat.

Glass clear polyester face film with hi-tack
permanent adhesive. Polyester film release
polishes adhesive to give extra-clear ‘no label
look’ finish together with excellent
dimensional stability.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HCXF

Yes
(053HCXSF)

53 mic/2.1 mil

Extra
permanent

140gsm
kraft

Gloss clear polyester face. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant
face film stays flat. No need to overlaminate!

Gloss clear polyester face film supplied with
hitack permanent acrylic adhesive. Heavyweight
kraft liner for good layflat properties
for larger sheet sizes.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HCX14

Yes
(053HCXS14)

53 mic/2.1 mil

Ultra
removable

140gsm
kraft

Gloss clear polyester face. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and detergent resistant
face film stays flat.
No need to overlaminate!

Gloss clear polyester face with low adhesion build
adhesives gives clean removability from smooth
surfaces. Heavy weight stabilised paper liner
suitable for long print runs and larger sheet sizes
for low to medium-speed printers.

Toner/laser, thermal
transfer, litho, flexo,
etc

053HCU14

Yes
(053HCRS14)

Matt Silver Indigo
polyester

60 mic/2.4 mil

Solvent
permanent

90gsm kraft

Matt silver finish. Fully waterproof, tear,
scuff, and solvent resistant face film
stays flat. No need to overlaminate!

Tear resistant waterproof polyester film with
solvent/scuff resistant matt silver Indigo receptive
coating and high performance permanent solvent
adhesive. Ideal for ratings plates, assett labelling,
etc. Features Cobalt Coating Technology™

Indigo

060KIMXSP

Yes as standard

Gloss Clear Indigo
polyester

55 mic/2.2mil

Ultra
removable

140gsm
kraft

Gloss clear polyester face. Waterproof,
tear, scuff, and solvent resistant
face film stays flat.

Gloss clear polyester face film with ultra removable
adhesive. Heavy weight stabilised paper liner
suitable for long print runs and larger sheet sizes.
Features Cobalt Coating Technology™

Indigo

S055KICU14

Yes
(S055KICRS14)

55 mic/2.2mil

Ultra
removable

140gsm
kraft

Bright white matt finish. Fully
waterproof, tear, scuff, and solvent
resistant face film stays flat.
No need to overlaminate!

Low adhesion build + clean removability from
smooth surfaces. Heavy weight stabilised paper
liner, suitable for long print runs and larger sheet
sizes for low to medium-speed printers.
Features Cobalt Coating Technology™

Indigo

S055KIEU14

Yes
(S055KIERS14)

Glass Clear polyester

Gloss Clear polyester

Gloss Clear polyester

Matt White Indigo
polyester

Mix and Match Constructions

Bespoke Self-Adhesive Laminates

Combinations of the following face stocks, adhesives and liners are available for non-standard pressure
sensitive laminate constructions, which are available from our stocks of raw materials:

In addition to this, we can develop tailor made constructions with our state-of-the-art pilot coater, using
non-standard raw materials sourced to customer specifications.
More information along with samples and/or trial reels are available on request.

Face Material (mic)
Clear PET 36
Clear PET 50
Clear PET 71
Clear PET 96
Clear PET 125
Clear PET 175
Translucent PET 60 mic

Matt Silver Metallised PET 50
Gloss Silver Metallised PET 50
Gloss Gold Metallised PET 50
Gloss Rose Gold Metallised PET 50
Gloss Silver Metallised PET 100

Pastel Blue Film 130 mic
Pastel Yellow Film 130 mic

White Matt PET 50
White Matt PET 75
White Matt PET 100
White Matt PET 125
White Matt PET 175
White Gloss PET 50
White Gloss PET 75
White Gloss PET 125
White Gloss PET 175

Matt White PP 100
Matt White PP 175
Matt White PP 240
White PP 189 mic

Vivid Yellow Film 123 mic
Vivid Orange Film 123 mic
Vivid Red Film 123 mic
Vivid Black Film 123 mic

Other colours available
Adhesive

Marine BS5609

Repositionable

Ultra Removable

Solvent Removable

Extra Permanent

Microsphere

Permanent

Solvent Permanent

Liner (single side release)
36 micron PET Easy Release

50 micron PET Release

65 gsm Honey Glassine

90 gsm Kraft Tight Release

75 micron PET Release

30 micron PP Tight
Release

90 gsm Kraft Easy Release

140 gsm Kraft Mid Release

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Overview
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Performance

Peel Force N/25mm

180° Peel on Stainless Steel

26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Adhesive Type

Ultra
High
High

Med

Solvent-Perm PSA
Marine PSA
Aqueous-Perm
PSA
Reposition PSA
Solvent
Removable PSA
MIcrosphere
Ultra-Rem PSA

Low
1 min

180° Peel
Adhesion
1 min N

5 mins

60 mins

180° Peel 180° Peel
Adhesion Adhesion
5 mins N 60 mins N

1 Day

180° Peel
Adhesion
1 day N

1 Week

1 Month

Our newest pilot coater has been custom-engineered to accurately replicate our full sized coating machines. We
can provide pre-production trials, quality customised samples and narrow web production with unique efficiency.

3 Months

Shear
Service
180° Peel
180° Peel 180° Peel
25mm x
Adhesion Adhesion
Adhesion
Temperature
25mm x
1 Week N 1 Month N 3 Months N
°C
1Kg Hrs
22
25
25
>100
-40 to +180

Solvent-Perm PSA

13

15

18

20

Marine PSA

11

15

18

20

22

22

22

>10

-40 to +80

Aqueous-Perm PSA

11

12

13

15

15

15

15

>20

-20 to +60

Reposition PSA
Solvent Removable
PSA
Microsphere

5

6

7

7

7

7

8

>100

-20 to +50

4

5

6

7

7

7

7

>45

-40 to +180

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

>10

-20 to +60

Ultra-Rem PSA

0.5

1

1.4

2

2

2

2

>100

-40 to +80

Peel Adhesion:

FINAT FTM 1

Shear:

FINAT FTM 8

This further enhances our service flexibility, with our extensive range of “mix and match” top coatings, face
materials, adhesives and release liners, producing materials from unsupported coated substrates through
complex multi-layer constructions.

SYNTHETIC MEDIA PRODUCT RANGE
®

FOR LASER/TONER PRINTERS & COPIERS
Because you need something tougher
than paper. Designed for digital dry toner
printing, the range includes bright whites
and bold colored synthetics, soft touch,
adhesives, gloss, clear, backlit and a preperforated collection.

®

HIGH PERFORMANCE INKJET MEDIA FOR
LATEX, SOLVENT & UV PRINTERS
Solvent performance from a safer, cleaner
technology. Designed for solvent, latex &
UV digital printing from the world’s leading
OEMs, KernowJet print media delivers
superior image vibrancy, stability and
durability.
®

FOR

HP INDIGO
Driven by Cobalt

EXPERIENCE COBALT COATING TECHNOLOGY
The next generation of durability, print
performance and stunning quality. A wide
range of HP Indigo compatible substrates
including bright whites and bold colored
synthetics, soft and flexible synthetics and
optically clear and durable synthetics for
specialty print.

SYNTHETIC MEDIA FOR WIDE FORMAT
AQUEOUS INKJET PRINTERS
Our products are universally compatible
with Dye, Pigmented, Ultrachrome and
Vivera inks for all aqueous printers from
the leading OEM’s such as Canon, HP, and
Epson.

®

®

DURABLE FOR SCREEN, LITHO & FLEXO
PRINTERS
A collection of synthetic media for when you
need something tougher than paper. These
products deliver the stability and colour
advantages of polyester with the added
benefit of surface coatings that improve ink
adhesion.

®

KERNOWJET INTERIORS - THE
PROFESSIONAL CHOICE FOR CREATIVE,
TOUGH WALL COVERINGS
A wide range of water-resistant & washable
products printable with (eco)-solvent, UV
& Latex inks, for tough environments. BioPruf® treated which inhibits the growth of
micro-organisms.

®

KIP
FOR KIP® TONER PRINTERS
A suite of products that delivers all the
dimensional stability and colour advantages
of polyester; tear-proof and waterproof,
with the added benefit of a surface coating
that improves toner adhesion and transfer,
while also minimising static build-up.

HIGHLY REFLECTIVE METALLIC MEDIA FOR
A RANGE OF PRINT APPLICATIONS
High quality reflective products, specifically
engineered to print with no static &
excellent toner/ink adhesion. Available for
narrow format, wide format or self-adhesive
in silver, gold, copper and rose gold.

Kernow Coatings Limited
Kernick Road, Penryn
Cornwall, TR10 9DQ
+44 (0)1326 373147
sales@kernowcoatings.com
www.kernowcoatings.com

CONTACT US
For product applications and availability
through our worldwide network of
authorised dealers and agents
UK, EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD:
+44 (0)1326 373147
sales@kernowcoatings.com
GERMANY:
+49 (0)4184 897604
kernow@acp-papier.de

NORTH AMERICA:
855-537-6691
Exclusive Distributors
HONG KONG:
+852 2696 4100
SINGAPORE:
+65 6748 1268

Environmental
Kernow Coatings are a technically led manufacturing operation with a substantial proportion of their raw
materials originating in the UK, thus reducing global warming. The top coatings are water, not solvent
based, minimising impact on the environment. Polyester films can be incinerated, thereby reducing landfill.
In 2018, we were awarded the SGIA Sustainable Business Recognition Award for reducing our waste by 18%.
Kernow Coatings also prides itself on sponsoring the Woodland Trust and planting of over 13,000 trees.

